ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The speech communication is a speech chain communication that consists of speech production mechanism in the speaker, transmission through a medium and speech perception process in the ear and brain of the listener.The Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) allows users to communicate with the computer interface,by using their voice, in a way that resembles normal human conversation [1] . In ASR, algorithm plays the listener's role by decoding speech and the speech synthesis performs the speaker's role.This paper is focused on ASR that identifies the impaired vowel voice articulated by the children with Aspergers' Syndrome.Sounds are the outcome of the articulation process, where the air coming from the vocal tract is adjusted by lips, tongue, jaw, teeth, and palate. An articulation problem leads a person to produce sounds incorrectly. Most of the autistic children deliver impaired speech. Children with articulation disorder may delete, substitute, add or distort sounds. It is observed that students get trained with sounds in their early age can reduce their articulation problem, language and communication This work initially concentrated on developing speech recognition for such impaired ASD children. The study was performed on articulation and voice disorder to identify the suitable feature extraction and prepared a training dataset for impaired speech recognition. The feature vector selected for network training is an accelerating factor of classification accuracy. Frequency describes the fundamental characteristics of speech signals, therefore frequency based feature extraction methods Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) and Spectrogram analysis are used for frequency feature extraction [11, 12, 13] . The spectrogram analysis identifies Formants values that correlated with different articulation position. As most of the vowels are articulated by unrestricted airflow, a time based feature extraction method zero crossing used to measure the zero crossing rates in the signal. The feature vector consist of 27,300 features that extracted usingfrequency based feature extraction methods (MFCC and Spectrogram analysis)and time based feature extraction method (Zero Crossing).
To evaluate the articulation and voice disorder in children with AS, an articulatory phonetics conducted by applying unsupervised Deep Neural Network with auto-encoder. Hinton et al., (2006) initially proposed a scheme with greedy, unsupervised and layer-wise pre-training algorithm in Deep Belief Network (DBN) where each layer modeled by a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) [2] . Later works proved that architectures like auto-encoders [3] or conventional neural networks [4] with similar scheme are suitable for building Deep Networks. DNN is a type of ANN that contains multiple hidden layers between the input and output layers [5] . Complex non-linear relationships can be modeled by DNN. In this work, an auto-encoder is used for pre-training in an unsupervised manner, not to produce classification at output instead it reproduces input at output layer. Autoencoder helps to identify relevant features by pre-training and setting the target values to be equal to the input.
In the second part, an assistive learning system called LASAC is introducedthat serves an interactive Malayalam language learning assistive system for children with AS.Several comparative studies between traditional teaching methods and digital teaching methods have found that computer assisted programs were more effective in improving language as well as cognitive outcome measures of autistic children [8, 9] . These studies also reveal that with the help of computer assisted and game like technologies, such children shows greater improvements in motivation and attentiveness [10] . Following these facts, a Malayalam language Learning Assistive System for Autistic Child (LASAC) is developed for limited words. It offers an interactive interface with words and corresponding images for each vowel, articulation tutorial, voice recorder and voice analysis tool. The Euclidean Distance formula is used to analyse the impairment percentage of the vowel articulated by the user.
Malayalam Vowels
The modern Malayalam alphabets consist of 15 vowel letters. These vowel sounds are classified into Monophthongs that shows one vowel quality, for example (a) and Diphthongs that show two vowel quality, for example (au).Malayalam is one of the richest languages in terms of number of alphabets and the toughest language while considering speech. Vowel sounds are articulated due to unrestricted airflow.Therefore, these phonemes have highest intensity and duration lies in between 60 to 400ms in normal speech. The vowel sound signals are quasiperiodic due to repeated excitation of the vocal tract. The Malayalam vowels are classified based on tongue height, tongue backness, lip rounding tenseness of the articulators [3] .
Tongue Height
Vowels are classified into high, low and mid based on the space between the tongue and the roof of the mouth while producing sound. The high vowelsഇ (i), 
Front
Central Back 
LITERATURE REVIEW
Manasi Dixit and ShailaApte (2013) conducted a study on speech evaluation with children suffering from Apraxia of Speech (AOS). The work is based on the study of children in the age group of three to eight with Marathi mother tongue [15] . The speech disability of AOS students, estimated based on the result retrieved from Speech Pause Index, Jitter, Skew and Kurtosis analysis.The Speech-Pause Index (SPI) that indicates Segmental and Supra-segmental analysis was remarked to be high in pathological subjects. The skew factor identified below the threshold level of 3.4 and the Kurtosis factor identified below 12 in almost all pathological subjects. This work observed that formants are widely spread in case of pathological subjects.
Nidhyananthanet al., (2014) conducted an experiment on contemporary speech or speaker recognition with speech from impaired vocal apparatus [16] . This work performed a comparative study between the MFCC, ZCPA and LPC feature extraction algorithm and modelling methods GMM, HMM, GFM and ANN. These feature extraction algorithms and modelling methods applied on speech recognition of normal speakers and persons with speech disorders. The MFCC, ZCPA and LPC feature extraction techniques are compared and analysed. Similarly GMM, HMM, GFM, ANN and their fusions are analysed and evaluated with their identification accuracy. This work concluded that ASR system gives high performance with normal speakers but in case of persons with speech disorders it gives low performance. This work suggests that in order to improve the accuracy, multi nets ANN can be employed. MFCC feature extraction has acquired the highest accuracy rate of 85%, whereas ZCPA has acquired 38% and LPC has achieved 82%. [20] . The result compared with wavelet packet decomposition method. The k-NN pattern classifier used for Recognition. The study conducted on five Malayalam vowels
and ഉ (u) only. The overall recognition accuracy obtained in five Malayalam vowels using wavelet packet decomposition method is 74% whereas the recognition accuracy obtained by using LPC method is 94%.
Several studies with ASD have been proved that the students with autism spectrum disorder responds well to treatments or therapies that involve visual support such as pictures [21] , videos [22] and computers [23] . The picture exchange communication system (PECS) is an augmentative communicationsystem frequently used with children with autism.The introduction of the video modelling intervention led to an increase in both verbal and motor play responses in the children with autism.
METHODOLOGY
The present work is conducted with articulatory phonetics on 14 Malayalam vowels to identify the voice production impairment of Autism affected children as well as a learning assistive system for corrective measurement.
For pre-processing, the spectral noise gate technique is applied for noise reduction using audacity.The feature extraction methods that are employed in this work are MFCC, Zero-crossing and spectrogram analysis. Thenetwork is trained using Deep Neural Network with auto-encoder for the evaluation of articulation disorder. In the learning assistive interface, Euclidean Distance is used to analyse the level of impairment in autistic speech.
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
The articulated phoneme can be predicted accurately by identifying the shape of the vocal tract because the shape of the vocal tract determines the variations in sound wave. This shape is enveloped with in the short term power spectrum. The MFCC feature extraction algorithm extract features from the short term power spectrum. Therefore, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) considered as a most commonly used faster and prevailing feature extraction method in ASR.The MFCC comprises of eight steps that depicted in the Figure3.The pre-emphasis stage is employed to boost the amount of energy in the high frequencies so that the acoustic model can be formed with quality information. The signals are enclosed in to 30ms with an overlap of 20ms frames. The short frames are considered with the assumption that the audio signals do not change much in short time scale. The power spectrum calculation of each frame is inspired by cochlea (an organ in the ear) that vibrates at different spots depending on the frequency of the incoming sounds. Depending on this vibration nerves fires information to the brain about the presence of frequencies. The MFCC also identifies the frequencies that present in the frame. The Filter bank concept is also adopted from cochlea, which identifiesenergythat exists in various frequency regions.
ZERO -CROSSING RATE
Zero crossing is defined by measuring the number of times the amplitude of the speech signal crosses a value of zero within a given window [25] . According to the presence or absence of the vibration in the vocal cord, sounds can be classified in to voiced or unvoiced. Voiced speech produced as a result of the vibration of the closed vocal tract by the periodic air pressure at the glottis and this segment shows a low zero crossing count. 
SPECTROGRAM ANALYSIS
A visual representation that displays the spectral data over time with the amplitude of the frequency components denoted by different colours or usually different shades of gray is called Spectrogram. In spectrogram the horizontal axis represents the duration of sound in second or millisecond. The vertical axis shows the frequency values. The most important formants parameter can be identified by the means of degree of darkness in the spectrogram [13] .
Vowels are fully developed formants pattern that can be classified on the basis of the F1 and F2 analysis. These resonance frequencies associated with the two cavities separated by the constriction in the vocal tract. F1 is the lowest frequency associated with tongue height that affects space of the pharynx. F2 is the second lowest frequency associated with the changes within the oral cavity correlated with lip, jaw or tongue retraction.
For example the vowel ഇ (i) is produced from the front constriction with large pharyngeal cavity and small oral cavity. Therefore ഇ (i)can be characterized by low F1 around 400Hz and high F2 around 2500Hz. The vowel അ (a) is produced from the back constriction with much smaller pharyngeal cavity and large oral cavity. Therefore അ (a)can be characterized by slightly high F1 around 600Hz and much low F2 around 1000Hz ( Figure 5 ). F1 and F2 values are enough for vowel classification, but for improving accuracy and reliability F3 value is also considered. The F3 value analysis helps to make a differentiation between rounded and unrounded vowels. 
DEEP NEURAL NETWORK
DNN is a class of ANN that composed of multiple layers with completely connected weights and initialized by applying unsupervised or supervised pre-training techniques for solving classification problems in complex data [5] . The nodes in each layer trained with distinct level of feature abstraction or feature hierarchy, which enables a DNN to solve very large, highdimensional dataset with large set of parameters [3] .
In this work, the unsupervised DNNs are effective method to discover latent structures and patterns with in unlabelled and unstructured. Each node in a DNN learns structures automatically from the unlabelled data by reconstructing the size and dimension of the input. Therefore, the network generates correlations between convinced features and optimal results. The individual layer-wise training can be achieved by a special type of nonlinear method called auto-encoder without the class labels [4] . Deep-learning ends in a labelled softmaxoutput layer that joins all the hidden layers together to form a deep network and train in a supervised fashion.
IMPLEMENTATION 4.2 DATA COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESSING
The training data set have been collected from 30 normal students, 13 boys and 17 girls. For testing, vowel sounds are recorded from 10 students, 3 boys and 7 girls, with AS. The ZoomH1 recorder is used for this recording purpose. The records are collected in .wav format in 48 KHz sampling rate with 24-bit resolution.
The Undesired frequencies that appear in the speech signal that degrades the quality of signalsare considered as noise. The spectral noise gate technique is applied for noise reduction using audacity.
The decibel passed to Noise Reductionis 12 dB to reduce the noise to an acceptable level. The Frequency smoothing set to 3Hz for speech smoothening.
FEATURE EXTRACTION
The three algorithmicfeature extraction Procedures that are implemented in this paper are described in Table 2 . Calculate formants values at each interval F1 = Get peak frequency at time 1 midpoint hertz F2 = Get peak frequency at time 2 midpoint hertz F3 = Get peak frequency at time 3 midpoint hertz 3. Return F1, F2 and F3 from each file The feature extraction algorithms created a feature vector from the processed signals. The features that are extracted from a single vowelare listed in Table 3 . To create the feature vector records collected from 30. 14 vowels are sampled from each dataset (30 X 14 = 420) and 65 features retrieved from each sample. Therefore, the feature vector consist of 27,300 (420 X 65) features.
Feature Extraction Number of features

AUTO -ENCODER
An auto-encoder is a greedy layer-wise approach for pre-training that consists of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder is responsible to map the input to a hidden representation and the decoder map this representation back to the original input ( Figure 7 ). An auto-encoder consists of multiple layers of sparse encoders. Each layer outputs are wired to the input of successive layer. Consider an auto-encoder with n number of layers. W (1) , W (2) , b (1) , b (2) are the parameters for k th auto-encoder.
Then the encoding step is given by forward order:-
The decoding step is given by reverse order:-
where the information of interest is stored in a (n) .W denotes the weight matrix and b represents bias vector. The features retrieved from the auto-encoder can be used for classification problems by passing a (n) to a softmax classifier.In the first layer, regularizersare applied to learn the sparse representation. The control parameters given to the regularizers are listed in Table 4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The experiments are conductedto with Asperger's Syndromewithin the age limit of five to focused on 14 Malayalam vowels normal audio is included to identify the difference in AS children articulation. measured using true positive, true negative, fals
Correctly predicted data = TP+TN Total test data = TP+TN+FP+FN
TP -True Positive, TN -
AUTISTIC ARTICULATORY
Articulatory phonetics conducted to evaluate the articulation disorder in would help the learning assistive system to ascertain the ar children.The Network trained with unsupervised Deep Auto
NETWORK TRAINING
From the 14 Malayalam vowel sou normal (30 speakers) students. 65 features extracted from each sample.
The autistic speech datasets are able to achieve only 54% of classification accuracy whereas normal student's speech dataset obtained 98%. Each autistic child faces unique articulation and voice impairment. Therefore, identifying a classification structure from their feature vector is International Journal on Natural Language Computing (IJNLC) Vol. 6, No.5, October 2017 encoders are implemented in this work. 65 coefficients (features extracted from each sound samples) are given to the first auto-encoder. The number of neurons in hidden layer (equal to the number of features), therefore the first auto-encoder delivers output of 65 X 1 dimensions. The extracted features from the first encoder are given as an input to the se encoder. The number of neurons in second hidden layer is set to 60 which results a compressed output with 60 X 1 dimensions (Figure 8 ). These features are considered as the bottle neck . Implementation architecture of Auto-encoder Finally train the softmax layer in a supervised fashion to transform all the net activations to a values that can be interpreted as probabilities. The softmax layer trained with dataset and the target output. The softmax layer applies softmax function or normalized exponential to the input and classifies to 14 classes.
ISCUSSION
to study on impaired speech and articulation disorder in within the age limit of five to ten. As an initial work, this study is Malayalam vowels for 50 children, which includes normal and AS affected normal audio is included to identify the difference in AS children articulation. The accuracy is measured using true positive, true negative, false positive and false negative rates.
Correctly predicted data = TP+TN Total test data = TP+TN+FP+FN -True Negative, FP -False Positive, FN -False negative.
RTICULATORY PHONETICS
phonetics conducted to evaluate the articulation disorder in children with AS would help the learning assistive system to ascertain the articulation disorder faced by the autistic The Network trained with unsupervised Deep Auto-encoder.
Malayalam vowel sounds collected from both AS affected students (20 s ) students. 65 features extracted from each sample.
The autistic speech datasets are able to achieve only 54% of classification accuracy whereas normal student's speech dataset obtained 98%. Each autistic child faces unique articulation and ent. Therefore, identifying a classification structure from their feature vector is International Journal on Natural Language Computing (IJNLC) Vol. 6, No.5, October 2017 29 encoders are implemented in this work. 65 coefficients (features extracted from each neurons in hidden layer is 65 r delivers output of 65 X 1 dimensions. The extracted features from the first encoder are given as an input to the second autohidden layer is set to 60 which results a compressed ). These features are considered as the bottle neck
Finally train the softmax layer in a supervised fashion to transform all the net activations to a values that can be interpreted as probabilities. The softmax layer trained with dataset and alized exponential to the and articulation disorder in children As an initial work, this study is for 50 children, which includes normal and AS affected. The
The accuracy is
False negative.
children with AS.This ticulation disorder faced by the autistic (20 speakers) and The autistic speech datasets are able to achieve only 54% of classification accuracy whereas normal student's speech dataset obtained 98%. Each autistic child faces unique articulation and ent. Therefore, identifying a classification structure from their feature vector is difficult. The experiment reveals that records collected from normal students are preferable to train the network.
NETWORK TESTING
The Network is initially trained with an unsupervised Deep Auto-encoder. The DNN with autoencoder is able to achieve 56% of test accuracy with the impaired (autistic) dataset. Each class obtained variant accuracy ranging from 30% to 90%. This variation is based on articulation requirement of each vowel. Table 5 The performance evaluation table (Table 5 ) and graph ( Figure 9 ) explicates that the children with AS struggle to produce tongue back and high or middle monophthong vowels - 
ഓ
(o:)) letters properly. Therefore, as far as the DNN network is considered, without these vowels thesystem performance shows 65% of accuracy (Table 6 and Figure 10 ).
DATASET ACCURACY
Students with AS 65%
Normal students 98% 
LEARNING ASSISTIVE SYSTEM
The LASAC provides speech training through an interactive interface, by considering the common interest of the autistic chil words and corresponding images for each vowel, recording and analysis tool.The DNN classifier is used to provide assistance to the Speech Language Pathologist (SPL) in impaired speech recognition. The DNN classifies the autistic speech input in to the most suitable class according to their observed similarities. classification, the Euclidean Distance formula autistic voice input. The result obtained from Euclidean Distance stored in database for further evaluation and tracking the improvement of the student speech after tr LASAC is depicted in Figure 11 . 
YSTEM FOR AUTISTIC CHILDREN (LASAC)
The LASAC provides speech training through an interactive interface, by considering the common interest of the autistic children. The interface consists of Malayalam virtual keyboard, words and corresponding images for each vowel, Articulation tutorial for each vowel, voice The DNN classifier is used to provide assistance to the Speech Language Pathologist (SPL) in impaired speech recognition. The DNN classifies the autistic speech input in to the most suitable class according to their observed similarities.
Euclidean Distance formula is used to analyse the impairment percentage The result obtained from Euclidean Distance stored in database for further evaluation and tracking the improvement of the student speech after training. The architecture . The architecture of
The straight-line distance between two points in Euclidean space is called Euclidean distance. The Euclidean Distance is the most common formula to calculate the difference between two points [26] . It calculates the root square difference between coordinates of a pair of objects. The distance formula is derived from the Pythagorean Theorem. The Euclidean Distance formula is :
This work provides an interactive learning assistive system with speech training for the autistic children. To enhance the speech training, Euclidean Distance formula is implemented to calculate the difference between normal speech dataset and autistic speech test dataset. Figure 12 shows the GUI result obtained after Euclidean calculation. Table 7 . Similarity list achieved from an autistic student's speech training Table 7 shows the Similarity list achieved from speech training, provided to an autistic student and the corresponding remarks. This result helps to analyze the basic speech impairment percentage level of the AS students. Guardians or teachers can focus on those vowels for further training which shows least similarity.
CONCLUSION
This work is coupled with evaluation of articulation disorder in AS students and Malayalam Vowel training as well as impaired voice analysis. The DNN with auto-encoder, an unsupervised machine learning technology, used to analyse the articulation disorder in the AS students in the age group of five to ten. Two auto-encoders are used with 65 and 60 hidden layer neurons respectively, which enhanced to achieve improved result with bottle neck feature extraction.This work is based on 14 Malayalam vowels.Though the network trained with 27,300 features has shown an average classification accuracy of 98% for normal children, the Autism children's accuracy obtained is only 65%.
An interactive interface used to provide language and speech training. In speech training, the DNN classifier used to assist the Speech Language Pathologist (SPL) to recognize the autistic speech input and Euclidean Distance formula is used to enhance the speech training by evaluating thepercentage of impairment. The feature vector with 65 features contains MFCC (60), Zero Crossing Rate (2) and Spectrogram analysis (3).
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reveals that 1 among the 68 children are diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).In this scenario, the technologies required to support the communication and language development of these children.In future, this work can be extended to consonants identification along with more unique features. The maximum features can be combined and with the help of bottle neck feature extraction it is able to identify optimum features that leads to a better performance. As this work is social relevant, we hope that this work will inspire others to conduct more research on this area that provide support to the communication and language development of autistic children.
